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Abstract Distributed computing is one of the developing innovations in IT part and  

information security assumes a real part. It includes sending gathering of remote server and 

 programming that permit the unified information and online access to PC administrations. 

Distributed computing depends on offering of asset among different clients are additionally 

progressively reallocated on interest. Cloud  computing is a revolutionary computing paradigm 

which enables flexible, on-demand and low-cost usage of computing resources. 

The reasons for security and protection issues, which rise on the grounds that the health 

information possessed by distinctive clients are put away in some cloud servers rather than 

under their own particular control”. To deal with security problems, various schemes based on 

the Attribute-Based Encryption have been proposed.  In this paper, in order to make ehealth 

data’s more secure we use multi party in cloud computing system. Where the health data is 

encrypted using attributes and key policy. And the user with a particular attribute and  key 

policy alone will be able to decrypt the health data after it is verified by “key distribution 

centre” and the “secure data distributor”. This technique can be used in medical field for secure 

storage of patient details and limiting to particular doctor access. To make data’s scalable 

secure we need to encrypt the health data before outsourcing. 

.  

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing gives various focal points to both end clients and business. “Security and 

protection is the significant issues in cloud. Distributed computing gives proficient utilization of 

information product house and availability of IT assets to diverse clients in view of their needs. To 

keep up information's and application cloud utilizes remote server and web. With no establishment 

distributed computing permits its clients to get to information. Cloud computing is becoming popular  

because network complexity is reduced and the users need not buy any licensed software and to access 

the ehealth data from cloud users do not require any applications or interface and also provides multi 

tenant sharing of services. Cloud computing innovation brings about enormous expense decrease to IT 

divisions yet information accessibility, information security, information security are the significant 

issues which is solved in this paper”. 

 There are four models of cloud computing 

 Infrastructure as a Service 

 Platform as a Service 
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 Software as a Service 

 Network as a Service 

Cloud gives mechanized reinforcement instrument. Cloud is the major storage region for both open 

and private data's. “Since delicate and classified data's are put away in cloud server it is vital to give 

information privacy. The public key along with the attribute policy is distributed among the group 

members who join the system. Based on attribute encryption technique the user can decrypt the health 

data only if the identity is similar to the policy of the encrypter[15,16]. The user send his public key 

along with his identity to the key distribution centre to generate the private key based on attribute 

based encryption[7]. To make cloud health data more secure we have used multiparty (or) multi users. 

Secure authority is the second level where the user and the KDC send keys to secure authority and if 

only both the key matches the user is able to decrypt the data”. 

2. Problem Statement  

“Besides the several benefits of cloud computing, there are lots of issues to the users. One of the 

most challenging issue in the cloud computing is the security between the provider and the users. 

2.1. Location of Data 

       

Various associations situated in better places have diverse needs and controls set on access. Since the 

health information is in the cloud, one may not understand that the health information must live in a 

physical area. The cloud supplier ought to give the level of security needed for diverse clients and their 

needs.  

 

2.2. Access to data 

 

 Access control is a key concern, in light of the fact that insider attacks are a huge danger. A potential 

programmer is somebody who has been depended with affirmed access to the cloud. Anybody 

utilizing the cloud need to take a look at who is dealing with their information and what sorts of 

controls are connected to these people.  

 

2.3. Service level agreement (SLA) terms 

 

 Organizations need to guarantee the security and trustworthiness of their information, notwithstanding 

when it is held by administration giving the cloud. They likewise need to demonstrate similarity with 

security models paying little heed to the areas of their information and applications.  

 

2.4. Authentication and authorization 

 

      Every organization has its own way to manage authentication and authorization Security concerns 

based on delivery and deployment models are data integrity, data locality, data confidentiality, and 

data access. Some more security related concerns are Sign on process, Authentication & authorization, 

network security, identity management and especially multi-factor[13] authentication which considers 

multiple factors together for authenticating a user”. 

 

3. Existing System 

In the IBE[7], “the sender of a message can indicate a identity such that just a recipient with 

coordinating personality can decrypt it. This is not the same as Public-key Encryption, in that the 

encrypter does not have to issue additional key to decode for every figure content. In the IBE, the 
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private key, which contains the identity of the holder, is distributed to each client just once when he 

joins the framework.  

The information proprietor encodes the information's in cloud with specific encryption approach 

and stipend access to the clients with specific particular parts[17]. There are particular situated of parts 

and to which the clients are relegated and every part has set of assigned permission. Just the client 

with a specific part will have the capacity to unscramble the information's even the cloud supplier are 

denied to get to.  

     In attribute based technique [1,2,10,11] instead of encrypting to a single user and to provide 

advance data sharing attribute based encryption technique.  The authority generates keys according to 

attributes; and these attributes of public key and master key, which are generated by the authority, 

should predefine (means that it will list attributes which will be used in the future)[3]. If any data user 

who wants to add to this system, and he owns to attributes don’t include predefined attributes. The 

authority will re-define attributes and generate a public key and master key again. And data owner’s 

role in this scheme is to encrypt data with a public key and a set of descriptive attributes. A data user’s 

role is to decrypt encrypted data with his private key sent from the authority, and then he can obtain 

the needed data”. 

     Data access control is an effective way to ensure data security in cloud [4]. The cloud server cannot 

be fully trusted to provide data access control service, which means existing server-based access 

control methods are no longer applicable to cloud storage systems. To achieve data access control on 

untrusted servers, traditional methods usually encrypt the data and only users holding valid keys are 

able to decrypt. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CP-ABE) is regarded as one of the 

most suitable technologies for data access control in cloud storage systems. In this technique each user 

will be issued a secret key according to its attributes. A user can decrypt the ciphertexts only when its 

attributes satisfy the access policies. 

      Health care services  allows a patient to create, manage, and control their personal health data in 

one place through the web, which has made the storage, retrieval, and sharing of the medical 

information more efficient. Each patient has the full control of their own medical records and can 

share health data with a wide range of users[8,9], including healthcare providers, family members or 

friends”. While it is exciting to have convenient PHR services for everyone, there are many security 

and privacy risks8.  

 

4 Design Goals  

4.1 In Identity based encryption  

 

      The data’s encrypted with identity policy can be decrypted only if the identity policy is satisfied. 

For example: “If Alice wants to send a message to bob he encrypts it with bobs mail id. When he 

receives the mail he himself authenticates his private key and decrypt the message. So when some 

hacker is using bobs mail id he will be able to decrypt data’s easily. So this requires a secure channel 

between the sender and the receiver and IBE server for transmitting the private key.   

 

4.2 Key-policy 

 

       Its used to achieve fine–grained access control. Health Data’s are encrypted with dummy attribute 

which the cloud don’t know. And the user with all such attribute will be able to decrypt the data. So 

encryptor cannot decide a particular decryptor who can decrypt the message. 
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4.3 In Ciphertext-policy 

 

        In Ciphertext-policy even if the storage server is untrusted data can be made confidential. 

Attribute determine user credentials and the owners determine who can decrypt the data. The user 

posses a set of attribute and get a secret from the authority only such user will be able to decrypt the 

data’s. The advantage of this technique is the user can use all the possible attributes only once to 

decrypt the data with the generated secret key [12,14].  

 

 

4.4 In Role-based attribute encryption 

 

       The user with a particular role will be able to access the health data even if the cloud provider 

deny their access. Drawback of this is an efficient cryptographic method is required for ordering the 

keys”. 

 

4.5 In Multi authority technique 

 

        Central authority and multi attribute authority is present which distributes the private attribute 

key. Since there are multi authority[5,6] each do not know who is issuing the key and there is a 

problem of collision. And CA will be able to decrypt the confidential health data. 

 

5.  Proposed Methodology 

Security issues are all solved in the CP-ABE. “In the CP-ABE, ciphertext are created with an 

access structure, which specifies the encryption policy, and private keys are generated according to 

users’ attributes and identity. A user can decrypt the ciphertext if only his attributes in the private key 

satisfy the access tree specified in the ciphertext. By doing so, the encrypter holds the ultimate 

authority about the encryption policy. Also, the already issued private keys will never be modified 

unless the whole system crashes. In this paper we have introduced a multi-authority system, where 

each user has an ID and they can interact with each key generator (authority) using different 

pseudonyms”. In this multi authority technique cloud server does proxy re-encryption to enhance 

cloud security.  

5.1 System Model  

• Data Owner 

The data owner encrypt the health data to the cloud along with the public key got from any of the 

authority and with some attribute policy (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Encryption 

• Data Consumer 
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Newly joined data consumer request for the public key and they do not know which attribute are 

controlled by which authority and same way the authorities do not know which Data Consumer is 

interacting with them. 

 

Figure 2: Decryption 

• Encryption 

Encryption process takes secret key (SK) as input, “a message and a set of privilege tree 

{TP}pϵ{0,....r-1}, where r is determined by the encryptor (Figure1). This will encrypt message M and 

return a cipher text (CT) and a verification set VR so that a user can execute specific operation if only 

the attribute satisfy the corresponding key policy.  

For encryption we have also used SHA3 algorithm. A hash function is used to compress the data. 

The Init() function prepares the internal state for given hash size (n) and attribute (S).  

The update function starts compression phase. In this phase the message text (M) is combined 

with internal state with (N) size bit. Final function starts the extraction or sqeeze phase(figure 3). The 

message from the initial state are extracted to form hash value”. The first n bits are the hash value of 

the encrypted data and others are the error result.  

 

Figure 3: Encryption Process 

• Key Generator 

The Key Generation algorithm enables a user to interact with every attribute authority, and obtains 

a public key corresponding to the input attribute set Au and his global ID, Which is verified with the 

data owner and then generated in the form of OTP(Figure 4).   

 

Figure 4:Key Generator 

 

• Proxy re-encryption 

The public key is used for all operations within the system, and the master keys are used by each 

attribute authority when he generates keys for Data Consumers. Once the user is authorized proxy re-
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encryption server re-encrypt the encrypted data and sent it to secure data distributor. From where the 

user can decrypt the data by using the public key generated as the OTP. 

 

Figure 5 : System design 

 

6. Comparison 

 

The multi-authority cipher text strategy property based encryption plans are more expressive than the 

multi-authority key approach quality based encryption plans. “On the other hand, the usage 

unpredictability of multi ciphertext approach characteristic based plans are higher than the multi-

authority key arrangement quality based plans. Little Universe MA-ABE plans: MA-ABE plans use 

polynomial size property universe in the security parameter. Expansive Universe MA-ABE plans: 

MA-ABE plans use exponential size quality universe in the security parameter. Expressiveness of the 

MA-ABE plans can be expanded by the system for vast universe development and the other way 

around. Productivity of the MA-ABE plans diminishes extensively with the utilization of huge 

universe development and the other way around. Substantial universe MA-ABE plans can be 

developed from little universe ones with the utilization of a hash function”. 

 

Table 1: Comparision between CP-ABE and KP-ABE 
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Figure 6: Comparision 

7. Conclusion 

We have proposed a multi party attribute based encryption technique to overcome the security 

issues. We first have designed CP-ABE technique to store data in cloud, but it has not fully satisfied 

the security issues so we have made a proxy re-encryption technique to make data more secure and 

difficult for unauthorised users to access data. By using multi party technique first attribute and key is 

passed to get the secret key and re-encryption is done with the public key, So the data can be 

decrypted with the OTP pin generated. The analysis shows that our work is more secure, scalable and 

efficient.  
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